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20 risposte

Accetta risposteRIEPILOGO PRIVATO

Chi ha risposto?
In attesa di 1 risposta

francesca.biancalani@hotmail.it

GENERAL EVALUATION

To what level are you satis�ed with the training

Strong points of the training:
20 risposte

Organizaion. Good building activities. Well inform trainers. (2)

Ways of teaching how to create projects

INVIA UN PROMEMORIA VIA EMAIL

Overal ratting of the training
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trainers' energy

Action

trainers passion

The trainers and the group... (most of them)

Sharing of good practices, great non-formal activities, opportunity to enrich our vision from partners that can really contribute to
a project.

The share of experiences by people more experienced

patience of the trainers

good

The trainers

Proffesionalizm from trainers side

Trainers synergy 
Group synergy 
Group activities

We could try everything by ourself which gives us a huge experience.

Applicability of the contents in the future.

the activities were well organised

trainers, participants, intercultural environment. location & food was excellent

General information. A group really rate.

The exceptional personality and skills/experience of the trainers as well as their high emotional intelligence level. The location
and accommodation

Points to improve in the training:
20 risposte

Deal with di�cult participants. (2)

Acommodiaton, food, location

time managment

Time

actvities were boring

Nothing to add now.....

Selection of the participants (there were some tourists that I think affected the quality of the project)

Support during the writing of project

make the activities more efective, and with a shorter duration. also it should be age appropriate. (no childish songs, etc.)

i dont now

Free time
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Location and pizza ;)

How to make smart objectiv: i think we would bene�t if we did a deeper activities on aims and objectives so the last day we
might have been more productive.

Not this much sitting programs, cause it takes a lot from our concentration so at the end we can not really take part in the tasks.

Relate the content with the form throughout

for me personally if i wanted to remember all info i needed to be very concentrated

1) Deeper or more creative team building games would be nice - I felt them quite childish and meaningless. 
2) Of course I studied new things but for me the information was mainly general and obvious. (Although I'm not experienced at
all.)

The information should be di�cult tu understand if you already don't know nothing about Exchanges.

The participants more active involvement, the hygienic condition, the breaks between meals and activities as well as the music
preferences

PARTICIPATION

How would you rate your participation and commitment in learning?

How would you rate your team work?

Your participation level
0,0

2,5

5,0

7,5

10,0
111 222 333 444 555
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How would rate your time management during this training (being on time)

Comments on your participation 
12 risposte

Sometimes it was a little bit harder to focus due to weather and lack of energy

one of the most important parts of training is night activities,conversations, and there was no

I try to give my experiencies to the others. And I try to caught the must experiences for the other person who is really expert on
this exchanges.

I believe that I participated fully and actively during the whole project

average

Had some issues which were distracting me a bit.

I like the way me and others were engaged in the activities

More physical programs and maybe earlier dinner to go to bed earlier (earlier evening programs).

i was active as much as i could

This is a mistake of my sending organization, because I am not a youth worker and I am very new in this �eld. Although I was
very very interested about the topic, since I didn't get any preparation at home, I felt very stupid and uncomfortable while the
training and I knew it's organized not for me. It's not the mistake of the training. Sorry for it.

really interested in the items and I've take part on the deferents activities trying to do my best.

I feel I was sincerely and e�ciently involved in all stages of the programme evolution and actively supported the teams I was
asked to collaborate with.

How would you rate participation and commitment in learning among all participants
during this training

Your time management
0,0

2,5

5,0

7,5

10,0
111 222 333 444 555
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How would you rate team work of all participants during this training?

Comments on the group participation
13 risposte

When people did't participate rhe �ow of the group wasn't good and the result was bad. (2)

Group felt really connected

there were participants who werent so interested in the topic and that is alright, no judges here. in general, participation was
good enough

Some is missing most of the time and other speak a lot ..... but a part on that... must of the people I think work really well. Even
people with any experiences.

I believe that half of the group was not really interested in this project, so a lot of times it was hard of the rest of us to work.

ok

There were couple of participants, which shouldn\t be here

We could work together well, we could �nd the common "language" so easily.

group working was really effective

I think almost everybody was enthusiastic and active.

There were 2 big groups .... one: are really active ...but the other one: are out of the activities

Team participation
0,0

2,5

5,0

7,5

10,0
111 222 333 444 555

Team work
0,0

2,5

5,0

7,5

10,0
111 222 333 444 555
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I did not like at all the fact that some participants took advantage of others and they for themselves were totally indifferent or at
least not contributing to the team work. One of them was offensive towards others.

EVALUATION OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

What knowledge and skills did you gain or improve during this training?
20 risposte

Communication skills. How to cooparate better and be pation with some people. Prepare and write application. (2)

How to create projects, non formal ways of learning, teamworking, etc

more knowledge on the process of project writing

A lot, actually.

about project writing

Some details about how to write a project in other to be approved.....

I had the opportunity to talk about a lot of questions that I have during each phase of the project, get feedback and also enrich
my vision by the opinions of experienced partners. A lot of times it felt like a breath of fresh air

Team cooperation,projecting,sense of initiative,public speaking

patience

about creative stuff and team building

Write application

General knowledge about YEs

Time management
Step in others shoes 
Increase my tolerance

Public speaking, brave in a team, con�dence

An overall applicable vision on how to manage and achieve a good youth exchange in a step by step way.

lots of info about writing a project

I feel that nothing... I was curious about non-formal learning methods and I'm disappointed, I didn't feel them effective. But
maybe I'm just confused and later I'll feel.

English as a second language. Planing and projet management.

Social skills, I improved my empathy towards diversity, I gained the ability to listen to others, I learned how to deal with project
procedures, I overcame the fear of being rejected and my ambition to be pleasant to everyone. I was myself and this offered me
a great satisfaction level.

Which session gave you the most knowledge and skills?
20 risposte
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EVALUATION OF THE TEAM

What are the strong points of the team?
20 risposte

Good knowledge on the subject (2)

Easily understandable lectures and activities

good energy

Teamwork

different people,different age groups

The work like one person.... and also the supporters (slave 1 and slave 2)

There is a lot of experience and I loved how even di�cult parts (like designing a project was made out of plasteline for example).
I loved the feeling of trust and support you have for one another. Laris and Antonio are an amazing team, also coordinating the
volunteers.  
I would like to have more time with Ilaria too, I liked her energy.

Committment

lots of enthusiasm and patience

i dont now

Open to collaporation

Creative

Simplicity and synergy

We can really feel each other, we can discuss everything and help that others, who have less knowledge in that topic.

Experienced, good communication and sense of the group energy.

that everyone were open minded and suggested various ideas

they are good trainers and easy-going, they seemed to have a good and happy relationship and that they are a close team, it's
important.

Really motivated and envolved on the projet.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Presentation ( K…
Team Building (…

Organisation Ma…
Erasmus+ and…

Good and bad p…
Obstacles and d…
Partnership Qua…
Activity design (…
Evaluation and…

Dissemination o…
Writing the Appli…

Reflection time…

2 (10%)2 (10%)2 (10%)
6 (30%)6 (30%)6 (30%)

5 (25%)5 (25%)5 (25%)
10 (50%)10 (50%)10 (50%)

11 (55%)11 (55%)11 (55%)
8 (40%)8 (40%)8 (40%)

12 (60%)12 (60%)12 (60%)
12 (60%)12 (60%)12 (60%)

5 (25%)5 (25%)5 (25%)
13 (65%)13 (65%)13 (65%)

15 (75%)15 (75%)15 (75%)
9 (45%)9 (45%)9 (45%)
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Their former experience, their strong commitment, the team spirit and support

What are the points to improve of the team?
20 risposte

Ways to be more involved (2)

Presentations on the projectors were hard to see

concentration levels

Time management

gender balance

For now nothing to add....

I would like to have a bit more advanced sessions so that I see more of my designing skills.

.

they need more creativity

i dont now

Identify real interest to participate

Timekeeping.

Set the fox rule; 
Set the tired fox; 
Fears and expectations; 
Going to the room, and then out again to do an energizer. 

To listen to the others more especially during the nights.

Communication between each other

you have to feel free to ask and communicate more and more

at the daily evaluation we did't get reaction to our re�exions. It was strange for me because I felt some of them needed.
Otherwise check what I wrote above.

Supervision of the task of the diferents groups... some times the groups don't work and the trainers let them go alone.

Some indifferent participants not working at all

PERSONAL FEEDBACK FOR THE TRAINERS

Laris Guerri

How did you feel in contact with the trainer?
20 risposte
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She is great. Insiring. Knows a lot (2)

She was open and listened to every participiand and did her best to solve the problem

great

Great, really nice person and absolutely professionals

normal

Like a friend...

Laris smiles and I know that everything is good in the world. She is calm, con�dent and she knows how to use her sense of
humour

Yes

she is very responcible, and comited, full of uderstanding and compassion.

She is very good an she love tu help i she is veri opend about everything

Motivated

Super great

Nice person to be next with. Very light and pleasing energy

She was really nice and she was really helpful in every topic but maybe she could be more strict. But her smile always made my
day nicer. :D

In a lovely way

everytime passing by her seeing smile was really nice.. And when she offers or we need any help all the time

She has a really peaceful aura and very helpful.

Easy to be in contact with.

I loved her from the �rst moment I met her. She is a very inspiring, easy going person who made me feel at home, always willing
to help. I love her style in dressing and standing!

What helped your learning process thanks to this trainer?
20 risposte

The way she trasfer the knowledge (2)

Positive attitude and good energz

genuine niceness

To do my best

improved social skills

She is very clever.... And the mood.... (in a relaxing way)

I liked how she handled some challenging situations with other participants and how I felt that the poor participation of some
people was not affecting her.  

She also gave me a lot of inspiration about future projects
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.

her calm tone of voice, and appropriate behvior.

i learned a lot of stuff

Her calm attitude

The general possitive attitude

Will tell in person

Her kindness and helpfulness behaviour.

The open way of accepting the group opinion

she gave me motyvation few times

Her calm attitude.

She takes care about you. And I feel that she is really in contact with me and my learning.

Her calm and relaxed attitude towards all of us, her tolerance and positively thinking mentality. I enjoyed her voice, quite spiritua
as if it came from another world.

What did not help your learning process because of this trainer?
20 risposte

Nothing (4)

/ (2)

How to kill all mosquitoes here

there is no

Nothing to say.

-

.

her long lasting lectures about the organization were boring

i learned most of everything

No pizza ;D

Will do it personally

She was not always strict/"loud" enough.

N a

nothing

Nothing... I don't know.

Nothing.
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Antonio Gomes

How did you feel in contact with the trainer?
20 risposte

good (2)

He knows how to keep you involved. He is pashonate about his job and he knows how to transfer this pashion. (2)

He was open and listened to every participiant and did his best to solve the problem

Great, really nice person and absolutely professionals

He is really clear and in a few words he say a lot.

Antonio is warm, smiling and joking all the time. I felt comfortable around him.

Yes

he is funny

he is so lovely person al he is love tu help

Motivated

The same

Amazing. His passion to this is very visable. A little to learn with him

He was very nice, he always asked me how i am and courage me. It was a pleasure to be with him.

In a good goofy friendly way

person who is really strong from inside and to let him down was really embarasing

Intreresting and nice, experienced about the topic.

Good moon. Easy going. and direct.

I felt very comfortable, I could count on him to impose the rules of the programme, he immediately responded to my personal
requests and needs when they arised and was there to listen to me.

What helped your learning process thanks to this trainer?
20 risposte

Good practises. His knowledges. (2)

Full of good vibes and always trzing to connect the groups

his positivity

Everything

it was easier

Its like a good mirror to see me .
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He had great suggestions and he was also very very understanding of challenging participants. I felt that I learnt a lot by this
cool approach.

.

his enthusiasm, and energy

a lot of stuff

Possitivity

Understanding and helping approach

Will tell in person

I became braver and believe in myself that our ideas are good.

The fast way of raising the group energy

his positiviness

same as above

He motivated me to go on.

His �ne time-management and organisational skills, his patience

What did not help your learning process because of this trainer?
20 risposte

Nothing (4)

/ (2)

Nothing. (2)

none

-

.

his constat request for energizers. and the way he screams in order to lift up the energy of the group, it looks fake and it is
akward.

i learned most of everything

N/a

May be pizza again ;D

Will tell in person

We had the four groups (like energizers, communication...) and i did feel that our energizers group was organized well. Actually
not including the �rst day we did not meet anymore. And we discussed that i will do the next day's morning game but he forgot it
and someone else did it. :/

N a

nothing

He could have given more re�ection in the evaluation group... that's all.
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Ilaria Protti

How did you feel in contact with the trainer?
20 risposte

She make me feel comfortuble (2)

She was not here enough for me to be able to answer to this question

positive

Great, really nice person and absolutely professionals

good

She is so sweet, I think I can work with her without any problem, for sure.

She is warm and helpful.

Yes

we didnt ave much of contact

she is good

Supported

Good.

Very few contact due to her absence in the �rst days

She is very helpful, nice and smart. I liked that she was always full of energy.

In a empathetic way

really helpful and answered to every question

Strong and determined, I felt I can count to her.

Really kind. and she is always ready to help me.

I immediately felt Ilaria as if she was my sister, very nice and kind, willing to help us, a very trustful person

What helped your learning process thanks to this trainer?
20 risposte

Good facilitation on the �nale stage of the application (2)

Same answer.

her knowledge

Everything

she helped to understand the issues of writing project
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She was so honest and she admit that is her 1st course.

I felt that I could ask her anything and that was very helpful to me.

.

i didnt learn much

lot od stuff

Her good advice

Being structured

Very few contact due to her absence in the �rst days

Her energy and helpfulness behaviour.

Through one to one conversations

her big big smile!

Same as above.

Really clever in the items she exposed.

The fact that she is a teacher too and we shared common experiences and every day life skills (instructions on how to survive
with many pupils)

What did not help your learning process because of this trainer
20 risposte

Nothing (6)

Same.

/

there are no

I would like her to be around more, it took me some time to connect to her and it was quite at the end of the project.

.

her bad english

most everyhing

N/a

None

Very few contact due to her absence in the �rst days

She was not here unfortunately during the whole project so I could not get to know her that well.

N a

nothing

Nothing.
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SUPPORT FROM YOUR SENDING ORGANISATION

Providing adequate information (regarding the program, the costs, the cultural shock,
etc)

Giving support in arrangement of travels (�nding best prices, booking, paying, etc)

Providing preparatory meetings (to discuss the topic of the training, give the info pack,
give the travel tickets, etc)

organisation
0

4

8

12
111 222 333 444 555

organisation
0

4

8

12 111 222 333 444 555
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LOGISTICS OF ASSOCIAZIONE AGRADO

Organisation in general

Coffee breaks

Food

7,5
111 222 333 444 555

organisation
0

4

8

12
111 222 333 444 555

coffee break
0

4

8

12 111 222 333 444 555
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Accommodation

Informations received before the training (like info pack etc.)

Cultural visit

10

15 111 222 333 444 555

accommodation
0

4

8

12
111 222 333 444 555

informations
0

4

8

12
111 222 333 444 555
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Materials

Support

Final comments
12 risposte

This was a good YE and it taught me a lot!

great training course, i learned a lot and felt accepted even though i have no experience in project writing

I love you guys, you will miss you, I hope to meet you again :)

in general, it was ok, but the activities were quite boring,too less physical activieties, too much sitting

Thanks to be my hoste one more time... I feel like at home......

7,5

10,0
111 222 333 444 555

materials
0

4

8

12
111 222 333 444 555

support
0

5

10

15
111 222 333 444 555
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This has been a great learning opportunity for me. I learnt a lot and I will share the good practices with my organisation. I really
appreciate the mentoring opportunity after the project has �nished. This is what I really needed.

it was ok.

Location - place without musquitos and not that many people in the same room (not possible to have a normal sleep, which
blocks motivation, active participation and learning processess) 
Food - at least a slice of pizza ;P

Thank you all guys for this full of info time!!! I really gained lots of info to write a project and the company was amazing, ether i
was one of the youngest and thought that it will be hard to communicate!!

Thank you for accepting me here. I met many nice and interesting people with whom later I would like to keep in contact.
Everybody was very opened and kind.

I'm really satisfy with the TC. I hope I can implement this training in my job.

A big smile, a bigger hug and all my love to everyone in the team. Amazing work!


